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                          History of Rain Chains

                        

                        Rain chain, a type of traditional Japanese drain pipe, continues to evolve while keeping in step with history of Japanese architectural development.
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                      Presentation of a luxurious space

                    
                  
Quality rain chain for a luxurious experience.
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                      Sophisticated rain chains

                    
                  
A Highly Designed Rain Chains that Adapts to a Variety of Architectural Styles.
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                      Making Rain Chains

Since 1960 in Japan

                    
                  
We have been making authentic Japanese rain chains, which originated in Japan, for more than 60 years.
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              Peaceful resonant sound of rainfall

            

          
      

            Rain chains are a traditional architectural feature enjoyed by watching rain water guided from the roof cascade down the chains. In Japan, it has been used in temples, shrines, and traditional Japanese architecture as a building material that express the emotional aesthetics of the four seasons.
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              Our Brand

            
          

          Seo Rain Chain is a brand created by SEO Inc., a company that has been making rain chains for over half a century since the 1960s in Japan, a country where the first rain chain was invented.
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                Helpful tips for selecting and installing rain chains
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            Private Residence
Construction:有限会社ホンマ建設
Photographing:イエフォト（Photographer：加藤悠）
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            Private Residence
design-build :株式会社横山建設
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            Private Residence
design-build :けんちくや前長
photographer:大倉英揮
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              How to install Rain Chains

            
          

          The installation options will vary depending on the design and shape of the rain chain. We will provide a detailed instruction on how to install each type of rain chain.
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            Video Presentation on How to Install Rainwater Chains
This is a video summarizing the easy-to-understand installation of the rain chains we offer.
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            Ring-Type and Cup-Type Rainwater Chains: Which One is Right for You?
There are two main types of rain chains: ring-type and cup-type. We will provide information on each type's characteristics to help you choose the rain chain that is best fit for your installation location.
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            The secrets of making tubular rain chains: Toh, Ta-ke, and Tama
At SEO RAIN CHAIN, we manage every step from design to production. Today, we're giving you a glimpse into the production process of our rainwater chains.
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            Where should rainwater chains be installed to maximize their advantages?
Where should rainwater chains be installed to maximize their advantages?

The following is an overview of the favorable situations and locations for rain chain installation, while listing the advantages and disadvantages of rain chains.
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            The Role of Rainwater Chains:  The advantages and disadvantages of a rain chain?
This article discusses the advantages and disadvantages of rain chains. If you are considering installing one, be sure to check it out.
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            What should I do in this situation? What to do when the rain volume exceeds the drainage capacity of the rainwater chain?
We are often asked about rain chains because they have less drainage capacity than conventional downspouts, and they are not able to handle the rare, strong rainfalls that are expected.

I want to share with you some examples from the past of how we, together with our customers, have dealt with these problems.
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                40-5 Sakae-machi, Toide, Takaoka-shi, 
Toyama-Pref, 939-1118, Japan
TEL: +81-766-63-5000 
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